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ABSTRACT:  
 
Scene classification based on multi-source remote sensing image is important for image interpretation, and has many applications, 
such as change detection, visual navigation and image retrieval. Deep learning has become a research hotspot in the field of remote 
sensing scene classification, and dataset is an important driving force to promote its development. Most of the remote sensing scene 
classification datasets are optical images, and multimodal datasets are relatively rare. Existing datasets that contain both optical and 
SAR data, such as SARptical and WHU-SEN-City, which mainly focused on urban area without wide variety of scene categories. This 
largely limits the development of domain adaptive algorithms in remote sensing scene classification. In this paper, we proposed a 
multi-modal remote sensing scene classification dataset (MRSSC) based on Tiangong-2, a Chinese manned spacecraft which can 
acquire optical and SAR images at the same time. The dataset contains 12167 images (optical 6155 and 6012 for optical and SAR, 
resp.) of seven typical scenes, namely city, farmland, mountain, desert, coast, lake and river. Our dataset is evaluated by state-of-the-
art domain adaptation methods to establish a baseline with average classification accuracy of 79.2%. The MRSSC dataset will be 
released freely for the educational purpose and can be found at China Manned Space Engineering data service website 
(http://www.msadc.cn). This dataset will fill the gap between remote sensing scene classification between different image sources, and 
paves the way for a generalized image classification model for multi-modal earth observation data.  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the rapid growth of remote sensing satellites, massive multi-
source remote sensing data will show an explosive trend of 
growth. Remote sensing is facing the “big data” challenge. How 
to mine and extract remote sensing image data quickly and 
effectively is particularly important. Traditional remote sensing 
image analysis is based on pixel, such as pixel-level segmentation. 
Then, several studies focused on object-level classification and 
segmentation. In this paper, we focused on the scene 
classification, which aims to automatically assign a semantic 
label to each scene image, is important for remote sensing image 
interpretation. As a remote sensing image patch with certain 
conceptual semantics, scene has become the basic unit of massive 
remote sensing image classification, which makes it possible to 
quickly interpret and analyse large-scale remote sensing images. 
Scene classification is important for remote sensing image 
interpretation, and has widespread applications, such as change 
detection (Chen, 2006), urban planning and image retrieval.  
However, remote-sensing data are often multimodal, e.g., optical 
(multi- and hyperspectral), and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) 
sensors, where the imaging geometries and content are 
completely different. Therefore, the great variations in the spatial 
arrangements and structural patterns make scene classification a 
considerably challenging task. 
 
Deep learning has become a research hotspot in the field of 
remote sensing scene classification, and dataset is an important 
driving force to promote its development. Most of the remote 
sensing scene classification datasets are optical remote sensing 
images, such as UCMerced_Landuse (Yang, 2010), RSSCN7 
(Zou, 2015), Aerial Image dataset (AID) (Xia, 2017), etc., and 
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few of them are based on radar images (Hou et al., 2020). As long 
as there has a large number of optical remote sensing dataset, this 
paper will investigate whether the knowledge and features from 
the optical images can be transfer to SAR data, which has fewer 
labels. 
 
The classification model trained from one data source, for 
example optical remote sensing images, cannot always 
transferred successfully to other data source, such as SAR images, 
owing to the domain difference caused by different sensors. To 
tackle this problem, the state-of-the-art studies apply domain 
adaptation (DA), as one of the transfer learning techniques, to 
solve this problem. It aims to adapt the knowledge learned from 
one domain, called the source domain, and apply it to another 
related domain, called the target domain. By reducing the 
difference of data and feature distribution between the source 
domain and the target domain, the model trained in the source 
domain can be transferred and work well in the target domain. 
The main challenge of the DA problem is that a significant 
variation exists between the source and the target data 
distribution; therefore, traditional supervised models trained 
using the source data without any adaptation will more likely fail 
in the target domain. The studies of domain adaptation have made 
great progress in the task of scene classification using daily 
images. These methods can be divided into three categories, 
discrepancy-based methods, adversarial-based methods and 
other methods (Li,2021). Whether the algorithms can be applied 
for optical and SAR images, which has the huge differences 
between them, still remain unknown. Although the joint research 
of optical-SAR data has achieved fruitful results, most of them 
focus on optical and SAR image registration, SAR-to-optical 
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image translation (Wang, 2019) and multimodal data fusion (Zhu, 
2017). 
 
In this paper, we proposed a multi-modal remote sensing scene 
classification dataset (MRSSC) based on Tiangong-2, a manned 
space laboratory launched in September 15，2016. Tiangong-2 
can acquire optical and SAR images at the same time, which 
provides valuable data for scene classification based on multi-
modal remote sensing images. There are some multimodal 
datasets, for example, SARptical dataset (wang, 2017) is a dataset 
for SAR and optical image matching in dense urban areas and 
WHU-SEN-City dataset (wang, 2019) covers 32 Chinese cities 
for SAR-to-optical image translation studies. These optical SAR 
datasets have only one single scene type, mostly urban, and 
appear in pairs. While our dataset contains wide variety of scene 
categories, and the optical image and SAR data, though taken 
from similar imaging attitude, they are not strictly aligned in pairs, 
which is more flexible for further DA application.  
 
We also evaluate our dataset using eight state-of-the-art domain 
adaptation methods to establish a baseline for future research. 
This dataset will fill the gap between remote sensing scene 
classification between different image sources, and paves the 
way for a generalized image classification model for multi-modal 
earth observation data. 
 

2. MRSSC DATASET 

2.1 Introduction to Data Sources 

Tiangong-2 is a space laboratory equipped with Wide-band 
Imaging Spectrometer (WIS), Interferometric Imaging Radar 
Altimeter (InIRA) and so on. Optical and SAR imagery viewing 
the same place can be taken by them respectively. The imagery 
taken by Tiangon-2 have the characteristics of multi-temporal, 
multi-spatial resolution and multi-modal.  
 
Wide-band Imaging Spectrometer is the first time to achieve the 
spectral bandwidth of 2.5nm in combination of wideband 
multispectral imager, which can obtain high signal-to-noise ratio 
images (Gu, 2019). The signal-to-noise ratio of visible near 
infrared and short wavelength infrared channels is greater than 
800 (20% ground albedo), and the average temperature detection 
sensitivity of thermal infrared channels is less than 20mk (300K 
blackbody). The wide band imager adopts push broom and multi 
view stitching imaging technology, which can obtain 300 km 
clipping images in 42 ° field of view. Data index of Wide-band 
Imaging Spectrometer are shown in Table 1. 

 

Index Visible Near 
Infrared 

Short 
Wavelength 

Infrared 

Thermal 
Infrared 

spectral range
（μm） 0.4~1.0 1~1.7 8~10 

numbers of 
channels 14 2 2 

Channel range 
（μm） 

V1：
0.970~0.990 

V2：
0.930~0.950 

V3：
0.895~0.915 

V4：
0.845~0.885 

S1：1.23～
1.25 

S2：1.63～
1.65 

 

T1：8.125～
8.825 

T2：8.925～
9.275 

 

V5：
0.810~0.830 

V6：
0.740~0.760 

V7：
0.6775~0.6875 

V8：
0.655~0.675 

V9：
0.610~0.630 

V10：
0.555~0.575 

V11：
0.510~0.530 

V12：
0.480~0.500 

V13：
0.433~0.453 

V14：
0.403~0.423 

spatial 
resolution 
（m） 

100 200 400 

field（°） 42 42 42 
swath（km） 300 300 300 
accuracy of 

absolute 
radiation 

calibration 

10% 10% 2K 

Table 1. Data index of wide-band imaging spectrometer 
 
The Interferometric Imaging Radar Altimeter (InIRA) is the first 
microwave remote sensor with wide swath, accurate 
measurement of ocean topological height and three-dimensional 
land and sea morphology, which adopts the technologies of small 
incidence angle short baseline interference, aperture synthesis 
and height tracking. The spatial resolution of 3D imaging 
microwave altimeter interferometry observation: the ocean is 
10km × 10km, and the altimetry accuracy is better than 8.2cm; 
the land is 200m × 200m, and the altimetry accuracy is better than 
10m; the spatial resolution of 2D imaging is 40m × 40m. Data 
index of InIRA are shown in Table 2.  
 

Index Interferometric Imaging Radar 
Altimeter 

working frequency 13.58 GHz 

work bandwidth 40 MHz 
certainty of 

backscatter sounding ≤ 2.0 dB 

two-dimensional 
image 

（convention） 

swath 30km，spatial resolution 40 
m×40 m 

two-dimensional 
image 

（high resolution） 

swath 5km，spatial resolution 30 m×30 
m 

DEM（marine） 

swath 30km，spatial resolution 
10km×10km， 

relative height measurement accuracy is 
better than 20cm 
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DEM（land） 
swath 30km，spatial resolution 

200m×200m， 
elevation accuracy is better than 10m 

Table 2. Data index of interferometric imaging radar altimeter 
 
To summarize, the optical images and SAR data from Tiangong-
2 have the following advantages for scene classification: 
 
Firstly, both the optical images and SAR data are from the same 
platform, which we can easily get enough multimodal data, 
especially the same area data taken at the same time. 
 
Secondly, both WIS and InIRA have relatively wide field of view 
compared to most remote sensing satellite, and thus every image 
cover a wide variety of typical scenes which make it valuable for 
scene understanding. 
 
Moreover, compared to the orbit of remote sensing satellite, 
Tiangong-2 has an orbit of low earth, and this give a unique 
chance that the data is acquired at different times of the day. This 
will naturally enhance the time distribution of the data sample. 
 
2.2 MRSSC dataset 

2.2.1 Data Acquisition and Processing 
 
The data products of Wide-band Imaging Spectrometer (WIS) 
and Interferometric Imaging Radar Altimeter (InIRA) are used as 
the data sources of optic and SAR images respectively. Among 
them, the Level 2 product of WIS has been processed by field of 
view splicing, inter band registration, nonuniformity correction, 
radiometric correction, sensor correction and geometric 

correction, with a spatial resolution of 100 meters and 14 bands. 
The Level 2 product of InIRA has been processed by the 
following procedures: imaging processing, azimuth multi view 
processing, radiometric correction and geometric correction to 
form a two-dimensional image product with map projection，
with a spatial resolution of 40 meters. 
 
2.2.2 Remote Sensing Scene Category Selection 
 
According to the characteristics of data, seven types of scenes are 
selected, namely city, desert, farmland, mountain, lake, coast and 
river. Optical and SAR data with good imaging conditions and 
rich distribution of typical objects are selected for clipping. For 
optical data, images with no cloud or cloud coverage less than 
<20% are selected. The image scene presents a high degree of 
diversity and complex heterogeneity. Example images of 
MRSSC is shown in Figure 1.   
 
In order to ensure the content of image reflect the main scene 
lable, the main object is located in the middle of the image, and 
taking up more than 50% pixels of the whole image.  
 
In addition, the data distribution of optical and SAR images 
should be as balanced as possible, and the areas in the same scene 
category should have high consistency. Considering the 
information content of the scene, spatial resolution and 
adaptability of the algorithm, the image size in MRSSC is 256 × 
256 pixels for both optical and SAR images. The GSD is different 
(100 m and 40 m for optical and SAR, resp.), and thus the dataset 
contains scenes in different scales. For example, for optical 
images, we select larger cities, while for SAR images, we select 
smaller cities.  The number of images of each type is shown in 
Figure 2.  

 
                         (a) Optical Images (b) SAR Images 

Figure 1. Examples images of MRSSC dataset 
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Figure 2. Number of images per class 

 
2.2.3 Data Clipping and Band Selection 
 
ENVI5.3 is used for data clipping. The optical image selection 
bands of 8,10,12 to synthesize true color images. The SAR image 
is a single band image, so it can be directly cropped. Both of 
optical and SAR images were saved .JPG format. 
 
2.3 Characteristics of MRSSC Dataset 

Multi-modal remote sensing scene classification dataset 
(MRSSC) consists more than 12000 images of seven typical 
scenes, such as city, farmland, mountain, desert, coast, lake and 
river, specific details can be found in Table 3. 
 

Name of dataset Multimodal remote sensing scene 
classification（MRSSC） 

scenes city, desert, farmland, mountain, lake, coast 
and river 

Spatial resolution 100m for Optical; 40m for SAR 

Acquisition time 0:00 - 24:00 

Scene size 256×256 pixels 

Data size 206MB 

Data format .jpg 

Data download http://msadc.cn 
Table 3. Multimodal remote sensing scene classification 

 
Compared with the existing multi-modal remote sensing scene 
classification dataset, MRSSC has the following characteristics: 
 
1) It is the first optical-SAR remote sensing scene classification 
dataset based on Tiangong-2. Due to the different imaging 
mechanism, the color and texture information of optical and SAR 
data are significantly different. They have strong 
complementarity, and the data distribution has large domain 
differences, which is challenging for the research of scene 
understanding for multi-modal remote sensing images. 
 
2) The dataset involves multiple seasons, different weather and 
different imaging times (different solar elevation angles). 
Therefore, our dataset contains abundant data distribution, which 
hopefully can effectively reduce the over fitting of the model and 
improve the robustness of the model. 
 
3) It has high intra-class diversity and inter-class similarity. High 
intra-class diversity means that the appearances of samples 
belonging to the same class are various. For instance, for the 
category of river, there are many types of rivers with large 
appearance difference in the dataset, as shown in Figure 3. High 
inter-class similarity refers to that some samples from different 

classes have a very similar appearance. For example, in city and 
farmland scenes include both construction and crop planting area, 
as shown in Figure 4. This high inter-class similarity reflects the 
true data distribution in the remote sensing scenes, and will 
increase the difficulties for scene classification. 

 
(a) river (b) farmland 

Figure 3. Large diversity within one category. (a) Multiscale 
images of the same scene. (b) Different styles of the same 

scene. 
 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Small interclass distance. (a) Similar objects between 
different scenes. (b) Similar textures between different scenes. 

 
3. SCENE CLASSIFICATION RESULTS BY BASELINE 

DOMAIN ADAPTATION METHODS 

3.1 Domain Adaptation Baseline Algorithms 

To test the effectiveness of the proposed MRSSC dataset for 
scene classification, experiments are carried out using eight 
baseline domain adaptation methods, which can be divided into 
three main categories: discrepancy-based, adversarial-based and 
others.  
 
Discrepancy-based methods. These DA methods aim to find 
domain-invariant features in some network layers through all 
kinds of discrepancy metric minimization techniques. DDC 
(Tzeng et al., 2014) adds adaptive metric MMD (Gretton et al., 
2008) to the penultimate layer of the classification network. DAN 
(Long et al., 2015) made improvements on the basis of DDC, 
added three adaptive layers, and adopted multi-core MMD 
metrics with better characterization capabilities. JAN (Long et 
al., 2017) aligns the multi-layer joint distribution. MDD (Zhang 
et al., 2019) defines Margin Disparity Discrepancy with rigorous 
generalization bounds.  
 
Adversarial-based methods. Inspired by the two-player game, 
this type of method uses a discriminator to distinguish which 
domains the data comes from, and at the same time learns a 
feature extractor that can confuse the discriminator. DANN 
(Ganin et al.,2015) adds an adversarial mechanism to the network 
for the first time. CDAN (Long et al., 2018) introduces 
conditioning target predictions to achieve discriminative 
adversarial adaptation.  
 
Other methods. AFN (Xu et al., 2019) uses Stepwise Adaptive 
Feature Norm in order to learn task-specific features with large 
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norms in a progressive manner. MCC (Jin et al., 2020) proposes 
a new loss function to minimizes the class confusion in the target 
predictions for Versatile Domain Adaptation (VDA). 
 
The source domain is set as optical data and the target domain is 
set as SAR data. The rest of experiments in this section will 
investigate the following questions: 1) Can baseline DA methods 
increase the scene classification accuracy compared to source 
only approach, which directly test the classification model 
trained by optical images on SAR data? 2) Which types of DA 
methods perform better in the case the of large appearance 
difference between optical and SAR data? 
 
3.2 Experimental Settings 

The MRSSC dataset is divided into three parts: the source domain, 
the target domain and the test set. There is no data intersection 
between the target domain and the test set. The source domain 
includes optical images and the target domain includes SAR 
images. The images in source domain contain labels for training, 
while the images in target domain do not have labels and will be 
used for domain adaption. The number of categories in the three 
parts is in Table 4. 
 

 Source 
(optical) 

Target 
(SAR) 

Test 
(SAR) 

city 621 584 100 

coast 1005 916 100 

desert 1069 935 100 

farmland 1004 895 100 

lake 667 466 100 

mountain 1184 910 100 

river 605 606 100 
Table 4.  Division of MRSSC dataset 

 
For a fair comparison, the model training and testing settings for 
eight baseline DA methods are the same and shown in Table 5. 
 

GPU Tesla T4 
backbone ResNet-50 

epochs 10 
mini batch 32 

optimizer SGD (momentum=0.9, weight 
decay=0.001) 

Table 5.  Experimental settings 
 

We use DALIB (Jiang et al., 2020), a transfer learning library, 
developed by Tsinghua University to implement the methods, 
and the backbone is ResNet-50 pre-trained on ImageNet. In the 
training phase, the source and target images are randomly 
cropped to 224×224, and perform random horizontal flip as the 
input of the network. In the test phase, the test set images are 
cropped from centre to 224×224 for predictive input. 
 
3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Overall Accuracy 
 
The labelled source domain data and the unlabelled target domain 
data are used to train the network, and then the test set is used to 
test the classification accuracy of the network. The evaluation 
index used is overall accuracy (OA): 

 

                                    (1) 

 
where   = number of test images, which is 700 in this paper 
                  = the index of each class 
  = number of classes, which is 7 in this paper 

  = number of correct predictions in each class 
 
In Table 6, the overall accuracies of the eight baseline DA 
methods are summarized, which Last OA is the overall accuracy 
of the test set after 10 epochs of training, and Best OA is the 
performance of the best model obtained during the 10 epochs of 
training. Source Only refers to the ResNet-50 classification 
network, which only uses source domain data for training, and 
directly test on SAR without DA. From the Best OA results, it 
can be seen that compared with Source Only, all the DA methods 
have improved the scene classification accuracy by average of 
31.3%. Among them, CDAN has the best performance, with an 
overall accuracy of 84.4%. Although the existing DA method can 
improve the classification results, but the best test result does not 
exceed 90%. This demonstrates that future work can be done to 
further increase the scene classification accuracy. 
 

Method Last OA (%) Best OA (%) 
Source Only 46.0 47.9 

DDC 63.7 66.6 
DAN 69.1 75.0 
JAN 79.1 82.7 
MDD 81.9 82.9 

DANN 79.9 84.0 
CDAN 84.4 84.4 
AFN 78.7 79.0 
MCC 77.7 79.0 

Table 6. Classification accuracy of each algorithm 
 
3.3.2 t-SNE Analysis 
 
In order to analyse the features distribution of the source domain 
and target domain images extracted by the network, we visualize 
t-SNE (Van der Maaten et al., 2008) embeddings of the features 
from ResNet-50 without training, ResNet-50 trained on source 
domain (Source Only) and CDAN respectively as shown in 
Figure 5. Note that points of different colours indicate different 
domains, and when the points of the same class are gathered into 
a cluster, it means that there is better separability. It can be seen 
from Figure 5(a) that the source domain and target domain data 
are distributed in two separate areas. Figure 5(b) shows that the 
ResNet-50 network trained only with source domain data cannot 
align the source domain and target domain features well, and at 
the same time, the target domain data distribution does not form 
a good category boundary. From Figure 5(c), it can be seen that 
the network trained with CDAN can very well align the features 
from source domain and target domain. Meanwhile, CDAN make 
inter-class separated and intra-class clustered tightly. This 
visualization shows that the network trained by the DA method 
can improve the performance of cross-modal scene classification 
on the proposed dataset MRSSC. 
 
3.3.3 Scene Classification Confusion Matrix 
 
Figure 6 shows the confusion matrix obtained from the test set 
prediction results, which can be used to study the distribution of 
each class in the MRSSC cross-modal classification experiment
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(a) ResNet-50 without training (b) Source Only (c) CDAN 

Figure 5. The t-SNE visualizations of (a) ResNet-50 without training, (b) Source Only and (c) CDAN, where blues points indicate 
source domain data and red points indicate target domain data 

 

         

         

         
Figure 6. Confusion matrix of nine classification algorithms 

 
It can be seen in Figure 6, in the confusion matrices of DDC, 
DAN, AFN and MCC, city is easily to be mis-predicted as 
farmland.  As shown in Figure 4(a), sometimes, there are contain 
similar objects in city and farmland. From the Table 4, it can be 

seen that the number of farmland is larger than the number of 
city, which may be the reason for the low accuracy of city class. 
While for JAN and MDD this dis-prediction phenomenon does 
not happen.  
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In comparison, this dis-prediction phenomenon does not happen 
for the two adversarial-based methods, DANN and CDAN. These 
experimental results demonstrate that the adversarial-based 
algorithms are able to distinguish the appearance difference 
between city and farmland. However, they sometimes mis-
classify rivers into lakes. In addition, they may also misclassify 
desert and mountain.  
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposed a multi-modal scene classification dataset, 
MRSSC. The dataset involves different regions, different 
seasons, different weather and different imaging time (different 
solar elevation angles).  The dataset contains 12167 images of 
seven typical scenes. In addition, we have evaluated the new 
dataset using state-of-the-art domain adaptation methods to 
establish a baseline for future research. For the first time, we 
verified the effectiveness of the domain-adaptive algorithm in 
optical and SAR. Although the optical and SAR data are very 
different due to their different imaging mechanisms, the 
experimental results demonstrate that the domain adaptive 
algorithm can reduce the difference in data distribution between 
different domains, improve the accuracy of scene classification. 
 
The MRSSC dataset also remain several open questions and 
research directions for further works including how to deal with 
the imbalance class distribution and how to cope with the large 
inter-class similarity problem. We do hope that the dataset will 
inspire innovative research ideas and algorithms in multi-modal 
remote sensing image classification.  
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